
Our platform is a complete time & attendance system that can be used all on its own or as part of a 
complete human capital management solution, with human resources, payroll, and benefits enrollment. 
Our system replaces tedious time-tracking procedures and completely eliminates manual collection of the 
information needed for payroll.

Timecard

Our platform is the nerve 
center of your time & 
attendance system. It connects 
various methods of time 
collection such as physical time 
clocks, the iSolved mobile app, 
or even self-service, providing 
maximum flexibility no matter 
where your employees are 
located or how they work. Our 
Time system was born in the 
cloud, and engineered for the 
small-to-mid-sized employer. 
It offers simple, intelligent 
navigation, robust reporting and 
powerful configuration options.

CompletePayrollSolutions.com

Transform the way you collect, manage 
and process your employee time. 



Improve the way your company handles time tracking with our platform.
For more information, give us a call at 1.866.658.8800.

Our platform can be extended to include scheduling as well. With the Scheduling and Attendance module, we can build 
schedules, monitor attendance and be alerted to exceptions.

Scheduler

One System to Learn. One System to Conquer it All. 

Start with Time and opt for full HCM when you’re ready.
Now you can start with our Time module, and easily add payroll, HR, and benefits enrollment at a later date. By choosing 
later to activate the core HR and payroll processing features of our system, along with time and attendance, you can enjoy 
the benefits of a full human capital management solution. This gives you the unprecedented view of your employees 
and eliminates the need to enter data multiple times, or import and export from multiple systems. Time and attendance 
is built right into the payroll system. iSolved also has optional module for onboarding. The full solution is all within one 
single data source. 

Hours entry

Punch entry

Labor allocation

Flexible meal & break policies

Holiday management

Everything you need in a Time solution, delivered in the cloud.

Overtime management

Premium pay

Time rounding rules

Error monitoring through alerts for activities 
such as In Early, In Late, Late Lunch, Long 
Break and more
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